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Discover the East Side Distillery: Crafting Fusion Spirits Inspired by India and Japan  

East Side Distillery, founded in 2021 by Jai Anand, emerges as a cultural fusion in the world of craft spirits. 

The distillery's name, East Side, embodies the convergence of two rich and inspiring cultures – India and 

Japan. With an unwavering commitment to crafting unique spirits, East Side Distillery proudly presents a trio 

of award-winning spirits, each a testament to the harmonious blend of traditions and flavors. 

 

 

DOJA INDO JAPANESE GIN 

InDO-JApanese Gin is a new wave craft gin that honors a legacy of 

2 cultures in 1 sip. It is the result of native botanicals from Japan 

and India being mixed to create something new. Our artisanal 

small-batch gin has a yuzu-dominant base, complemented by hints 

of cedar, sansho pepper, and hinoki from Japan, and traditional 

botanicals from India. This unique combination creates an intense, 

spicy gin that is as memorable as it is delicious. 

Web: www.do-ja.com | Insta: @DojaDrinks 

 

 

PORTAL LONDON DRY GIN 

Our latest addition to the gin family, "Portal", crafted in the classic 

London Dry style, features a carefully selected blend of Indian 

botanicals. The result is a perfectly balanced and refreshing gin 

with complex and sophisticated taste which can be enjoyed on its 

own or mixed into your favorite cocktails. Portal boasts flavors of 

pine, citrus zest, earthiness, and fresh herbs, culminating in a 

smooth and dry finish, perfect for classic drinks as well as 

inventive concoctions truly showcasing a “Journey in Every Sip.” 

Web: www.portalgin.com | Insta: @Portal_Gin  
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NOMAD OSCURO DARK RUM 

Experience the thrill of exploration with NOMAD Dark Rum. Our 

exceptional rum is a blend of aged rum and Japanese Hinoki, 

finished in Jamaican Oak Barrels which captivates your senses and 

inspires a thirst for adventure. Perfect for sipping neat or crafting 

inventive cocktails, NOMAD invites you to embrace new horizons 

and savor unforgettable taste experiences. Join the celebration of 

a nomadic, free-spirited culture with NOMAD which truly inspires 

a journey of self-discovery and adventure of the mind and spirit.  

Web: www.nomadoscuro.com | Insta: @NomadOscuro 

 

 

Behind these exceptional spirits stands Victor De Benito, ESD's Head Distiller and master tastemaker. With a 

rich background in crafting premium spirits across diverse categories and geographies, Victor brings 

unparalleled expertise and passion to every creation. Having developed over 200 premium spirits, with 41 

earning accolades in international competitions, Victor's dedication to excellence ensures that each bottle 

from ESD is a testament to the superlative quality, taste and craftsmanship. 
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